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This research effort continues the investigation started by
Leshko and Vosseteig (1975) in the utilization of situational
stimuli to identify and measure executive capacity. Expanded
hypothesis testing relating to the executive capacity indicators
isolated by Leshko and Vosseteig was conducted. The data base was
comprised of sample populations of executives from the private and
public sectors, and middle managers from the public sector. These
populations were compared with one another, and then compared
individually, and collectively, with the executive success criteria
described in management literature. Analysis of the data showed that
the private executives differed significantly from both the public
executives and middle managers on all capacity indicators tested
except health, job security, and family relationships. When the sample
populations were compared with expected responses based on management
literature, only health and family relationships indicators show a
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I. INTRODUCTION
A company's future success depends to a great extent on management'!
ability to identify, select, and develop individuals who have high
potential for becoming successful future executives (Flory, 1971).
Identification of executive capacity early in an employee's career is
desirable to provide adequate lead time for thorough development and
appraisal, at the lowest possible investment, before selection for
executive responsibilities must be made.
Research has been conducted which utilized situational stimuli
(See APPENDIX A) in the form of a questionnaire in an attempt to
identify executive capacity indicators (Leshko and Vosseteig, 1975,
Freeman and Motta, 1975, and Blake and Moulton, 1969).
The authors are of the opinion that situational stimuli in the
form o£ a suitable questionnaire can be utilized to identify potential
executive capacity, and that attempts should be made to develop
suitable instruments to do so.
This thesis continues the investigation of capacity indicators
compiled and studied by Leshko and Vosseteig (1975). Additional
capacity indicators were identified, an expanded instrument utilizing
situational stimuli was developed and administered to three executive
populations, and responses to the instrument were analyzed.
A. BACKGROUND
A review of management literature caused the authors to believe
that identification of potential executives at an early stage can
result in extensive benefits to an organization, including:
1. Recognition of the pool of talent from which future
executives will be drawn.
2. A greater return on investment in personnel development
programs
.
3. A means for planning selective promotion of management
personnel to executive positions commensurate with their individual
capacity.
4. A longer period of time for development of executives by
means of formal and on-the-job training.
5. Thorough appraisal to avoid the... "Peter Principle - In
a heirarchy every employee tends to rise to his maximum level of
incompetence," (Peter and Hull, 1969).
6. Reduced loss of high-potential employees to competing
employers.
7. Improved motivation of potential executives.
8. Better long-term managerial performance.
A major difficulty in identifying potential executives is the
lack of discriminating indicators of executive success. Research
of managerial literature and discussions with senior executives
indicates that multiple selection criteria are normally used to
predict managerial potential. No specific personality type, leadership
style, psychometric prediction, or mixture of knowledge, skill and
experience has been proven to be conclusive in identifying executive
capability.
"It does little good to say that the manager must have patience, be a
skillful persuader, and learn his way around an organization that bears
little resemblance to the chart that has been drawn up to represent it.
Rather, we need some objective conceptual means of describing these
types of managerial positions in terms that have substance and more
operationality than 'the ability to get along with people'," (Sayles,
1964, p. 45).
B. OBJECTIVES
The basic objective of this thesis is to provide a means for
early identification of potential executive talent. Secondary
objectives include:
1. Determination of appropriate executive capacity indicators.
2. Validation of selected capacity indicators as a means of
measuring executive characteristics.
3. Development of an appropriate instrument for use in identifi-
cation of individuals with high potential as future executives.
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C. SCOPE
This thesis provides details of an investigation which utilized
a questionnaire based on situational stimuli to evaluate response
patterns of successful executives in top management within industry,
and in top and middle management within the federal civilian service
sector of the government. Comparison of response patterns between
the various populations is provided and executive capacity indicators
are defined.
Leshko and Vosseteig (1975) provided the basis for this thesis
in their work which isolated specific executive capacity indicators
and evaluated their validity by means of a test instrument which was
administered to successful executives. They demonstrated the
feasibility of using situational stimuli as a means to assess executive
capacity indicators. They tested nine indicators by administering
their test instrument to two populations, senior civil service and
industrial executives. They developed a new technique for executive
capacity measurement.
The authors considered that the Leshko and Vosseteig work made a
valuable contribution to the identification of potential executives,
and utilized the situational stimuli approach to measure five
additional capacity indicators: Reaction to conflict, ability under
stress, desire for power, courage to commit resources, and intuition.
These indicators, combined with the nine previously tested, provided
a broader, more complete baseline for describing what executives do.
Recommendations on the scope of future research are provided.
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D. BASIC HYPOTHESES
This thesis was based on the following hypotheses:
1. Relevant executive capacity indicators can be identified.
2
.
Executive capacity indicators can be measured by responses
to situational stimuli.
3. A questionnaire can be developed which will validate selected
capacity indicators.
4. Top management decision alternatives cannot be predicted by
existing literature.
5. Middle and lower management decision alternatives can be
predicted by existing literaure.
6. Senior executives in private and public sectors respond
similarly to situational stimuli.
7. Response patterns of executives can be used as a baseline in
evaluating potential executives.
Leshko and Vosseteig (1975) provided findings that support
hypothesis 4 for combined responses from executives in the private and
public sectors. Tests were not performed on the separate populations.
They rejected hypothesis 6 noting differences in responses, but did not
elaborate on the reasons for the differences. In addition, they
provided some evidence to support hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 7, acknowledg-
ing that their data base was statistically insufficient for testing.
The authors' plan was to continue to investigate all the above
hypotheses, with primary emphasis placed on hypotheses 4, 5, and 6.
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II. METHODOLOGY
The basic procedural method utilized in this study consists of
the following:
1. Literature Investigation - ascertain the contributions of
others on the subject of identification of executive traits and
characteristics
.
2. Selection of Capacity Indicators - determine the executive
capacity indicators to be evaluated.
3. Development of the Expanded Test Instrument - develop
questions based on situational stimuli to evaluate executive
capacity indicators.
4. Administration of Test Instrument - administer test instrument
to selected populations in the public and private sectors.
5. Data Analysis - analyze response data to test hypotheses.
III. LITERATURE INVESTIGATION
Current management literature makes frequent reference to the
use of expensive assessment centers (Byham and Patterson, 1970), along
with various psychological and other related appraisal methods for
identification and development of potential executives. While the
merit of these techniques is not disputed, the authors opine that an
inexpensive situational analysis approach can be utilized as an
13
adjunctive tool in the identification of individuals with executive
potential. Accordingly, attention in this thesis is directed toward
furtherance of this approach.
An extensive search of managment literature supports the com-
pleteness of an existing list of trait indicators (Leshko and Vosseteig,
1975, p. 21).
IV. SELECTION OF CAPACITY INDICATORS
The authors conferred with experts in the field of management to
verify the need, and the approach to be taken, in further research into
the use of situational stimuli as a means for identification of
potential executives. Primary conferees consisted of: Professor
J. W. Creighton, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey (NPS) ; Professor
J. Jolly, NPS; Professor S. Laner, University of California, Berkeley;
Professor J. Kiley, NPS; Capt. E. W. Melvin, USN; Cmdr. T. J. Leshko,
USN; and Lt . C. E. Vosseteig, USN. There was general consensus that
further research should prove rewarding and beneficial in the continu-
ing search for effective methods in the identification of executive
potential. This approach was further substantiated by members of the
Naval Aviation Executive Institute sponsored Executive Management
Program at the School.
The authors compiled a list of capacity indicators which were
- 5ted by Leshko and Vosseteig (1975) utilizing the situational



























^Traits and characteristics of executives as described in management
literature have been grouped together as capacity indicators.
Previously tested indicators were examined by Leshko and Vosseteig
(1975) . Explanation of untested indicators is given in the text
which follows.
Several of the previously untested indicators shown in Table 1
were eliminated for the following reasons
:
Planning ability was considered to be acquired during the normal
development of an executive and not necessarily inherent in the
individual; therefore, it was not considered to be measurable
utilizing the situational analysis method. In addition, "Nobody has
found important patterns in the way managers schedule their time,"
(Mintzberg, 1975, p. 51).
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Leadership ability was eliminated from consideration due to
extensive testing of this trait by other methods. It did not appear
suitable for measurement by situational analysis since "there are no
provable generalizations about leadership," (Bennis, 1975, p. 34).
Upward mobility was not included since most executives, as such,
are at the top of their professions or business; thus have displayed
this in their ascendancy. No suitable means for testing upward
mobility using situational stimuli was identified.
The personality and intelligence indicators were not considered
conducive to measurement by questionnaire.
Thus, out of the capacity indicators not previously tested by
Leshko and Vosseteig, only those listed in Table 2 were considered
for future investigation (in addition to those listed as previously
tested in Table 1) in this thesis.
TABLE 2





Courage to Commit Resources
^These five capacity indicators (specific executive success criteria)
were determined suitable for testing utilizing situational stimuli.
Management literature investigation, to isolate appropriate stimuli,
was accomplished.
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V. DEVELOPMENT OF EXPANDED TEST INSTRUMENT
A test instrument was developed to measure executive capacity
indicators utilizing the situational stimuli response method. The
complete instrument is included within APPENDIX C.
Sections I and II of the instrument were taken verbatim from
the instrument developed by Leshko and Vosseteig (1975), to permit
utilization of primary data already gathered, and to preclude
introduction of changes in the instrument which could invalidate
these data. These sections measure the capacity indicators previously
tested by Leshko and Vosseteig (1975, p. 44) (See Table 1).
A. BASIS FOR QUESTION DEVELOPMENT
The questions in all sections of the test instrument were designed
to test how an individual would respond to situational stimuli; and, as
such, are indicators of capacity. Sections I and II (Questions 1-49)
of the test instrument were developed by Leshko and Vosseteig (1975).
The questions and the basis for their development are provided in
APPENDIX B. Section III (Questions 50-67) was based upon the authors'
interpretation of management literature. Following are the questions,
grouped together by capacity indicators (Table 2) for ease in
referencing:
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1. Ability Under Stress
Questions 50, 55 and 59 in the instrument were designed to dis-
play an individual's ability to make decisions under stressful condi-
tions characterized by personal strain, tension or pressure in
varying intensities. These questions are based on the assumption
that successful executives openly deal with stress (Levinson, 1970;
Batten, 1963), have developed means of working under pressure (Uris,
1957, p. 278; Albers, 1969) and do not resist organizationally desired
change; are very calm and stable amidst stress (Flory, 1971;
Levinson, 1970, p. 272).
Question 50 - /ou /laue decided to toJuninaXz a company Z-XZCjatLvo,
uoko AJ> a po/uonaZ lnl^.nd, iJJiilch b(U>t ducAlbdii MhcU
you (A)ouZd do?
a. Discuss the matter with him over the telephone.
b. Delegate the act of termination to someone else.
c. Delay notification until an opportune time.
d. Write a memo specifying the termination and its reasons.
e. Discuss the matter with him directly.
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Question 55 - IndLicatQ, tkt one. be^t ducAyiption o^ youA actlonA
whlto, Mocking undoA. tight tunz covu^tACiiYuU ion. a
don^ldeAdbtz pe/Uod.
a. You delegate part of your tasks.
b. You continually seek additional tasks to be performed.
c. You set aside part of the work for another time.
d. You set up a priority for the tasks, then follow the
priority.
e. You are still open to ideas for additional tasks.
Question 59 - Vou and 6zveAat otkeA6 have, bdzn c.omp(^XlnQ {^on. tkd
Ckle.(i Executive O^j^^ce [CEO] poi>ttLon, Lokich you.
donltdzntty ex.pe,(ited to Keceyive and kighty de^-Oie..
Vou. LVeAe. jiut tni^oKmed that a young "tlgeA" ka^
been selected ^on, the. poi^ttion, and you aon^lde/i
him to be Jie.i,i> competent than you. Vou have
A.eceA.ved a memo in.om the n^etinlng CEO to bnlng the.
new CEO up to i>peed. What woutd you do?
a. Resign.
b. Give token conformance and let the new CEO meet the
challenge on his own.
c. Accept the assignment.
d. Take time off to think about the situation.
e. Accept the assignment, while looking for a position in
another company.
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2. Reaction to Conflict
Questions 51, 52 and 58 in the instrument were designed to show
an individual's ability to handle conflict situations.
These questions are based on the assumption that executives know
their strengths and weaknesses, feel strongly about role ambiguity
(Cribbin, 1972, p. 217; Levinson, 1970), maintain control of conflict
situations (Flory, 1971; Batten, 1963); and when forced to choose between
competing alternatives in a conflict situation, often involuntarily
use direct authority to resolve the conflict (Mintzberg, 1975;
Dailey, 1971).
Question 51 - SQJi(i<iZ tho, om 6itucuUon Mhlck caiLiU you thz mo6t
con^ticX.
a. Your family accuses you of being married to your job,
and demands more time with you.
b. You have been directed to reorganize your activity to a
mode you objected to in the past.
c. Your company expects you to violate your personal ethics.
d. Your subordinate directly countermands your directions,
however, his actions have lead to increased productivity.
e. You have a difference of opinion with your board of
directors on the goals and objectives of the organization
you head.
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Question 52 - SguA advAJiOH.y boa/id oi tun m&nb^A^ cLUagA.2.2^ ij^ujtk
Lfou on an aJ^^uq- -in wklck you. ^t/iongZy buLlzve,.
(jJkdt Li> tkz kiQk2^t lovoZ ol oppo^Ajtion yon Mould
toZoAcUz bzion.Q, yloJidu^ng to bocuid advA.c.<i?
FOR AGAINST
a. - 10
b. 2 - 8
c. 3 - 7
d. 4 - 6
e. 5 - 5
Question 58 - It k(JU> bo-zn brought to youA outtdntion that two 0^
youA key pzoptz had a. i-ight. Tkz con^ticJ: conttnacA
to advQA^eZy a^idct tkn p2A{iOn.mance o{^ thzJji
dzpoAtmnnXyb . What would you do?
a. Attempt to resolve the issue with each individual
separately.
b. Do not get involved; let them resolve the issue them-
selves.
c. Call a conference to identify issues and resolve
differences.
d. Direct them to drop the issue and get on with business.
e. Listen to the case, make judgment, and take appropriate
action.
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3. Desire for Power
Questions 60 and 62-67 in the instrument were designed to display
an individual's desire for power. The respondents were requested to
select the answer that best describes what they would do. These
questions were developed to evaluate the respondents use of power in
the decision-making process. They were based on unpublished materials
presented by Professor C. B. Derr of NPS as part of a course in
Organizational Behavior. The literature indicates that the desire for
power becomes increasingly important with increasing success; but is
used less consciously at the top of the organizational hierarchy
(England and Weber, 1972, p. 16; Leavitt, 1958, p. 153).
Question 61 is used solely as a device to prevent the respondee
from detecting a pattern in answering which might bias the results.
Thus, it is a null or unmeasured question.
Question 60 - a. I feel that accepted plans should generally
represent the ideas of my subordinates.
OR
b. I expect subordinates to carry out plans I
have prepared.
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Question 61 - a. I am not so concerned with establishing close
personal relationships as in getting sub-
ordinates to follow my example.
OR
b. I develop a close personal relationship with
subordinates because I believe this marks out
a good manager.
Question 62 - a. I believe that firm discipline is important to
keep the work moving.
OR
b. I think that disciplining employees does more
harm than good.
Question 63 - a. I am constantly concerned with high standards
of performance and encourage subordinates
to reach these standards.
OR
b. When a subordinate fails to perform I let him






a. I think that subordinates should be able to
overcome difficulties in the way to achieve-
ment themselves
.
b. When alternatives are described to me I am
not long in indicating the course of action I
prefer.
a. When I make a decision, I take the additional
step of persuading my subordinates to accept
it.
b. I believe that subordinates should not be too
discouraged by setbacks in the job, but rather
should be able to clear blockages themselves.
Question 66 - a. In the long run, I will fire a man I consider
to be unmanageable.
OR





Question 67 - a. I reward good work and feel that punishment for
non-performance has limited use.
OR
b. When I discipline a subordinate I am definite
in letting him know what he has done wrong.
4. Intuition
Question 56 in the instrument was designed to point out an
individual's capacity for making decisions intuitively. It is based
on the hypothesis that executives often make decisions intuitively
(Jones, 1962, p. 51; Mintzberg, 1975, p. 53).
Question 56 - HoiA) {^n.(iquiZntlij do you jJeeX you havn bzzn ^ght Mknn
{^cLdOji uiith maJibinQ dzcAJ>^oyii, iA)klck oAd not baaktd
{joitk {,acXaal mcuteAA.aZ?
a. Less than 50% of the time.
b. 50 - 60% of the time.
c. 60 - 70% of the time.
d. 70 - 80% of the time.
e. Greater than 80% of the time.
5. Courage to Commit Resources
Questions 53, 54 and 57 in the instrument were designed to show
an individual's ability or courage in committing resources under
varying degrees of risk or uncertainty. These questions are based on
25
the hypothesis that executives are willing to make decisions under
risk or uncertainty and live with the results (Albers, 1969; Flory, 1971)
are ready and willing to take risks to achieve organizationally-valued
goals (England and Weber, 1972, p. 36), and welcome change and make many
authorization decisions on an ad hoc basis (Mintzberg, 1975, p. 58;
Daily, 1971).
Question 53 - A<i4aj?ie tkat {^OA, ^omo. ^ecuon a VQAy cZoio. ^hJ^o^nd
Aj) (^oficid to {^hid anothoA job. Sorrn o^ the. com-
pariLu kz hcui conXacXnd oAe new and although thoxA
{^LituAe. iucce^i -U ancMMLtn, thatj o(^(^qa potdntlal
6ataAyL2yi> above that Lcktch he, t6 noM ^e.ceA.vtng.
Indicate, i/jklch company you would advice, youn.
{^KA.eyid to join.
CHANCES FOR COMPANY SUCCESS
a. 2 in 10
b. 4 in 10
c. 6 in 10









Question 54 - SovJi company h(U gH-OiMn -digyit^i-lcantty In th^ p(Li>t two
yexi/u, and .ii> now at aapacUty. Vou o/ie con^tdoAtng
dxpan^ton tnto a A.evolwU.ona^y new p/ioduct tine..
The, potunttat (^o^ a 6ub6tantA^aZ KoXuAn on tnve^tmo^nt
Jji kigk i.{^ you znJtoA nou) but wtlZ dAjninAJ>k Kaptdty
t{) you delay. What woutd you do?
a. Do more research before making a decision.
b. Limit expansion to current product line.
c. Pursue it no further.
d. Invest in new product line.
e. Seek expansion through merger.
Question 57 - Vou managz a mudtum iitzdd con^tAuction {^Vm and
fiZdzntZy IdoAmd oi a nm butldtng matoAtal iA)(vich U>
u62.d dxtuMlvdiy In EuAope, but h(U nzvoA bznn
adopto^d tn tho. UnAXed States. Thz buAJUling mat^AlaJi
appnoA^ to havQ. 6dV2Aal advantagoJi In tQAmi> o^
iiub^tantlat coit AdducXJ^on, i>upQAton. tn^uJULtion
qualities, and AdOjutivd eoie In comtAucXlon a6
compo/Led to -vts counteApoAX tn the, [imXe-d States.
A{^teA a thoAough Invojitigation, one, o{^ youA e.ngtne.eAJ>
obtalne,d e.xte.n^tvz and Aeltable. Inf^oAmajtion on the.
chaAacXeAAJ>tLCJ>, co^tt, and advantages o^ thd new
mateAyial. fuAZheA, youA company couZd easily obtain
27
StjoXu. JndlccUz wivick o^^ the, {^oUowlyig wouZd but
deJiCAyibe, youA approach to the, biuMLing mcUdnAol.
a. Utilize the new idea in the firm's next major building
project so as to take advantage of the substantial cost
savings
.
b. Use the building material in one of the firm's small,
local building projects so as to test its acceptance.
c. Construct a non-commercial prototype.
d. Engage the services of an independent consultant.
e. Wait until the building material has received considerable
commercial application in the United States.
B. INSTRUMENT PRE-TEST
Section III of the test instrument was admininstered to graduate
students in the School's Master of Science in Management program to
verify that the questions were appropriate, understandable, unambiguous,
unbiased and provided meaningful information.
C. EXPECTED VALUES FROM LITERATURE
Each question of Section III of the test instrument was evaluated
by the authors to establish the response percentage expected for each
answer. The expected responses, based upon the authors' interpreta-
lio-. of the literature, are shown in APPENDIX F, Table F-5.
28




Two of the three populations selected for obtaining primary
data were the previous public and private executive populations
selected by Leshko and Vosseteig. They selected respondents for the
private executive population from the 500 largest corporations in the
United States. They selected respondents for the public executive
population from "Super Grade" civil servants (GS 16-18) in the Federal
Government which were considered to be comparable to the private
executive population in areas of control of assets and decision-making
impact (Leshko and Vosseteig, 1975, p. 39).
2 The third population selected for obtaining primary data was
the Naval Aviation Executive Institute (NAEI) mid-level managers
(GS-13 to GS-15).
Major considerations for utilizing these sample populations were
that the Leshko and Vosseteig primary data could be used for expanded
research into executive responses. The NAEI population provided an
opportunity for comparison of public middle-management responses with
those of the executive populations.
B. SAMPLING PROCEDURES
The authors used Leshko and Vosseteig 's (1975) mailing list of
selected executives to obtain the executive sample populations from
the private and public sectors. Leshko and Vosseteig randomly selected
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their sample populations using a "FORBES 500" list in conjunction with
a "Standard and Poor's" list for the private executives, and a
"Federal Government" list for the public executives. The authors'
and Leshko and Vosseteig's executive sample population are identical
except for the authors elimination of elements identified as deceased.
The middle-management sample (GS-13, 14, and 15) was selected
from the NAEI civilian population using a stratified random sampling
technique.
The total sample population consisted of 680 elements with the
following composition:
1. 294 executives from FORBES 500
2. 86 executives from the federal government





Cover letters of introduction and questionnaires were mailed to





Valid responses were received from 212 individuals prior to the
previously established cut-off date of July 18, 1976. The composition
of valid responses was as follows:
Sample Category Responses Percent of Sample
FORBES 500 Executives 57 19
Government Executives 32 37
NAEI Managers 123 41
Thirty-three additional questionnaires were returned unanswered,
of which 28 were undeliverable while five indicated the addressee had
either died or retired.
B. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING PREPARATION AND UTILIZATION
The response data was transferred to 80-column ADP cards in order
to allow computer processing of the data received. Two data cards were
generated for each completed instrument. The format of these data
cards, and the instructions for keypunching are contained in APPENDIX D.
The data were processed using the Statistical Package for Social




Primary objectives of the analysis were to test the following
hypotheses:
Hypothesis 4: Top management decision alternatives cannot be
predicted by existing literature.
Hypothesis 5: Middle and Lower Management decision alternatives
can be predicted by existing literature.
Hypothesis 6: Senior executives in private and public sectors
respond similarly to situational stimuli.
The basic analysis approach was to segregate the population
responses into meaningful sub-populations, and conduct statistical
hypothesis testing within each sub-population and the entire popu-
lation. Hypothesis testing was to be accomplished on each question
within the test instrument as well as on aggregate question data
corresponding to each capacity indicator to be measured.
Hypothesis testing was accomplished through the use of the
non-parametric "Chi-Square" (x^) test and the parametic 't' test where
appropriate. The test criteria were to provide 95% confidence in
the results.
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The population of responses were segregated into three sub-
populations as follows:
Population A = EXEC = Senior executives of private
industry
Population B = SUPER = Senior (GS-18, 17, 16) civil
service executives
Population C = GS-15, 14, 13 = NAEI civil service mid-level
managers
Hypothesis 4, "Basis for Top Management decision alternatives
cannot be predicted by existing literature," and 5, "Middle and Lower
Management decision alternatives can be predicted by existing
literature," were tested by comparing the responses of each sub-
population and the entire sample population, with the expected
responses based upon the literature. APPENDIX F displays the expected
responses and the results of this comparison for each of the appropriate
questions. The questions, responses, and tests were grouped by
capacity indicator to provide more meaningful results. These data are
displayed in Table 3.
When the responses for the entire sample are compared with the
Literature Expected (LE) responses, none of the original indicators
show a significantly similar answer to that expected from the
literature. However, when the population is segregated, some similarity









































For the newly developed indicators, the entire sample population
has no indicators which show similar responses to those expected by
the literature. When the sub-populations are compared with the
literature estimates, only one indicator shows a similarity, that
being intuition and only within the population "Super."
To test hypothesis 6, "Senior executives in private and public
sectors respond similary to situational stimuli," the responses to
each question were compared statistically between each of the sub-
populations. The results of this test can be seen in APPENDIX F. To
make the comparison more meaningful, the questions were grouped into
classes representing the capacity indicators they were intended to
measure. The results of the comparison are shown in Table A.
Of the original indicators, the EXEC population differs significantly
from both the Super and GS-15-14-13 population in all but health, job
security, and family; and with respect to GS-15-14-13 alone, are
similar in only health. It is interesting to note that this compares
favorably with the previous results of Leshko and Vosseteig. Of
significant note, however, is the fact that the Super and GS-15-14-13
populations differ only in communication, mobility, and psyche/status.
The latter two indicator results might be explained by differences
in age and location in organization.
Of the newly added capacity indicators, only one shows a
significant difference between the population sub-groups; that being
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Summary of Analysis Results
a. Executives in both the private and government sectors
tend not to respond to stimuli in the manner predicted by the
literature. Therefore, hypothesis 4, "Basis for Top Management
decision alternatives cannot be predicted by existing literature," is
accepted; whereas hypothesis 5, "Middle and Lower Management decision
alternatives can be predicted by existing literature," is rejected.
b. Executives in the private and public sector respond
differently to some questions designed to evaluate capacity indicators,
thus hypothesis 6, "Senior executives in private and public sectors
respond similarly to situational stimuli," is rejected for those
indicators in which they differ.
c. Executives in the government, at the top and mid-level,
tend to respond similarly to questions designed to evaluate capacity
indicators.
d. The questionnaire does, in fact, provide some degree of
differentiation between populations as described by a, b, and c above.
e. Because the literature cannot be used to score the
questionnaire for use as a selection document (a above) , another
scoring system must be developed. It is reasonable to use the actual
responses of the executives as that scoring base. This would tend
to support hypothesis 7, "Response patterns of executives can be used
as a baseline in evaluating potential executives."
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of responses gathered by this study show that:
1. Questions can be developed using situational stimuli to
identify capacity indicators:
a. Reaction to conflict.
b. Ability under stress.
c. Desire for power.
d. Courage to commit resources
e. Intuition.
2. Executives in private industry respond differently than do
executives in civil service for some capacity indicators and not
others. Therefore, hypothesis 6 is rejected.
3. Civil service executives (SUPER) and middle managers
(GS 15-14-13) respond to situational stimuli in a similar manner.
4. Management literature cannot be relied upon to predict how
public and private executives, as well as mid-level managers, will
respond; therefore, hypothesis 4 is accepted and hypothesis 5 is
rejected.
5. The use of the responses of the executives as a basis for a
scoring system for the questionnaire appears to be valid, thus support-
ing hypothesis 7. However, final acceptance or rejection of this
hypothesis must be delayed until further study is accomplished using
this scoring system.
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IX. RECOmENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The results of this study indicate that situational stimuli in the
form of a questionnaire can be utilized to identify potential executives,
While the data were very encouraging, the study is also incomplete. The
authors recommend the following be considered for further research:
1. Finalize the development of the questionnaire scoring system
utilizing the executive responses as a base and further test the
questionnaire and scoring system on other populations.
2. Use the new data to revise the instrument and re-test.
3. Compare the results from the revised instrument with those




Definition of Key Terms
The appendix contains twelve key terms of which six: success,
trait, indicator, capacity, management and situational response were
previously defined by Leshko and Vosseteig (1975) ; and are still
applicable in this study. Six key terms unique to this study consist










Definition of Key Terms
highest position attainable within hierarchy
of organization, or salary renumeration well
above the average. A favorable or satisfactory
outcome or result. The gaining of wealth, fame,
rank, etc. (Webster, 1960). The measure of
success is definitely open to question, but
salary level appears to be the most signifi-
cantly considered factor, seconded by expendi-
ture authorization and to a much lower weight
level of supervision (Leshko and Vosseteig,
1975, p. 56).
a distinguishing quality or characteristic,
especially of personality (Webster, 1960).
to be or give a sign or token of; signify;
betoken, intimate (Webster, 1960).
the ability to contain, absorb, or receive and
hold (Webster, 1960).
term used to mean both an area of knowledge and
people making up the profession (Uris, 1962).
a specific set of social or interpersonal
circumstances used, in a situational test,













a "measure of a person's reaction to a
situation that requires an adaptive response,"
(English & English, 1958, p. 504).
"action a person would take when events take
place requiring him to make decision," (Leshko
and Vosseteig, 1975, p. 19)
individuals in upper management in the public
and private sectors.
the necessity to make a choice from competing
alternatives. An emotional state charac-
terized by indecision, restlessness, uncertainty
and tension (Webster, 1971).
"the total amount of influence that an
individual has in an organization; that is,
his total ability to influence the behavior
of people," (Kazmier, 1969, p. 166).
emotional factor characterized by strain,
pressure, tension, thrust (Webster, 1971).
immediate cognizance or conviction without
rational thought (Webster, 1971).
ability to make decision under high degree
of risk or uncertainty.
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APPENDIX B
Question Development by Leshko and Vosseteig
This appendix contains the questions (1-49) and the basis for
their development by Leshko and Vosseteig (1975). These questions
were incorporated into Sections I and II of their Executive Perceptions




Question Development by Leshko and Vosseteig
1. Questions and Hypothesis of Test Instrument
This section shows the questions included in the instrument.
The hypothesis upon which the questions were founded are stated.
Literature supporting the hypothesis is referenced. The questions
relating to the separate identifier classes were intermingled
throughout the testing instrument. However, they are grouped into
identifier classes here because of commonality of purpose and for ease
of referencing.
a. Decision-Making Capabilty
Questions 26, 41, 42, 43 and 44 in the instrument are
intended to show the capacity for making effective decisions.
Question 26 - "l^kiak om o{^ tko. {^otiowZng but dzA>cAlbe^ what you
you u^aaLty do tn making tmpoAXant ducA^ton^V
a. Make the decision and inform your boss later on.
b. Make the decision as if it were a routine matter.
c. Put the problem up to those affected by the
decision.
d. Decision making is not my responsibility.
e. Take time to check with your boss.
This question is based upon the hypothesis that successful executives
are more concerned with solving the problem at hand than about the
decision making process (McFarland, 1974, p. 270-271).
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Question 41 - "^oa oJiz. ahoujt-to p^opo4,2. a new poticy wklck you. laoZ
Aj> good ^on. thz organization. You -inttUtiv^y bztizvz,
kolA}^v(^A, that yon mIj^ kavz cU^{,A,cuIXy convincing
ccAtaln i,Q.gm(int^ o{, tkt organization. Von a/m luJithoA.
(MOAc that iintdMi you. r^czlvo. almost acn.o6.i>-thz-boafid
concuAAtncz, top managmunt mIZ not Institute, tkz
policy. Hou) iA)ouZd you. go about "6zalng to It" that
youA poticy ^ acc2.ptejd?"
a. Work around the opposition, by going directly to
top management and attempt to convince them with the
profitability of your proposed policy.
b. Determine who your supporters are and seek their
assistance to favorably impress the opposition.
c. Specifically, identify those individuals who are
opposed and attempt to convince them individually.
d. Ignore the opposition and continue with your new
policy changes.
e. Postpone introduction of the policy change and wait
for better timing.
The hypothesis is that a successful executive is a strategist and
uses his knowledge of people for mutual benefit of all concerned
(McFarland, 1974, p. 450-455).
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Question 42 - "A4 a de-ci^-ion makzA:"
a. You accept success and failure equally.
b. When you have failed, you have accepted the con-
sequences and continued on as before.
c. When you fail you accept the consequences and will
analyze the causative factors thereto. Such a set
back will not deter your future efforts.
d. Your aim is to always succeed no matter what
procedures or methods must be employed to accomplish
your objectives.
e. You are successful because you thoroughly
investigate the parameters surrounding the decision
about to be made.
This question is founded upon the hypothesis that executives have
deep feelings of satisfaction directly related to accomplishment and
achievement (McFarland, 1974, p. 39; Warner, 1962, p. 47-57).
Question 43 - "fi^iumz you oAz coyii>AxieAA,ng 62.veAciZ p^ove,n company
2.xtauutlv2^ {^oK. a pn.omotlon. How^vqa, you con6ld2A the,
bej>t among tkem to bd a "maveMA.ck" mXk KOJipuct to ki6
managmznt/tejajdeA^kip 6tyl2.. J{, you dacldo, on
6 2Ji2.ctlng tkd "mavQAyick" wouZd you?"
a. Insist that his management /leadership style conform
to present organization policies.
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b. Modify the organization to adjust to his management/
leadership style.
c. Prefer to allow him to operate as he pleases so long
as his performance results in a highly satisfactory
performance.
d. Prefer to allow him to operate within his style,
but at the appropriate time tactully remind him
that the company policies are sound and will prove
beneficial to him in the long run.
e. You would not select the "maverick."
The hypothesis is that executives have a unique ability to pick
people for situational needs (Fielder, 1965, p. 115-122).
Question 44 - "I^ you have, jiu>t budn pA.omot2.d two levdU abovd youA
pfiuznt po^Ajtion (4ame company], you uiouZd function out
thii> mw Izvel?"
a. By proceeding cautiously before making decisions.
b. By waiting to gain confidence and with additional
experience make decisions faster than when initially
assigned.
c. With no delay in decision making because earlier
training and experience adequately prepared you
for this increased responsibility.
d. Because in the past when assigned to a new or
unfamiliar area, you had no difficulty in
commanding the new job and therefore, would
anticipate no delay in decision making now.
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e. By operating at this higher level may require you
to grow into the job simply because of the scope
of the position.
The question is founded upon the hypothesis that executives
will quickly adapt to new environmental responsibilities and only minor
delays in decisions will occur (Uris, 1962, p. 50-59, 63-67).
b. Innovativeness
Questions 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31 of the instrument are designed
to display the abiliity to institute change in an organization, and
cause the organization to adopt new technology.
Question 27 - " J ndlccute, uiktck comb-inatlon oj^ woKdU>, Mhzn placed in
tko, {^ollouU.ng izntznct, u)ouId molt adcuJiatdiy de^cAlbz
you: you hdoA about mu) i^o^k-fittoutoA dovoJiopmiiYVti,
moi>t o{^ my cotloRgau."
a. Considerably before.
b. Sooner than.
c. At about the same time as.
d. Later than.
e. Sometime later.
This question is based upon the hypothesis that effective
executives become aware of work related developments before less
competent ones (Creighton, Jolly, Denning, 1972, p. 16).
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Question 28 - "Indiccute tkd {iKe.que.ncy wUik which youA ^ubo^cUnate^
,
pe.eA^, and/OK ^upeAyion^ came, to you In the. pcu>t month






e. 17 or more
This question is based upon the hypothesis that successful opinion
leaders [sic] and that others have confidence in their judgment
(Creighton, Jolly, Denning, 1972, p. 19-21).
Question 29 - "In the. pent ycoA, how many non-Komtine., woK.k-h.etoute,d






e. 7 or more
This question is based upon the hypothesis that successful
executives are innovators, are dynamic, and modify organizations to
accommodate change (Creighton, Jolly, Denning, 1972, p. 33).
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Question 30 - "liJkIck o{, the, ^ottouxiyi^ do you. tdnd to KoXy upon mo^t
kzavlZij 04 a. 4>oua<iq. o^ tyUtlaZ tn^o/mcutton {^on. woKk-
fittatoA p^oj'zcJUi and/o^ p^oblm^i?"
a. Literature - books, manuals, dissertations, and
other items which are not published on a regular
basis.
b. Vendors - representatives of, or documentation
generated by suppliers or potential suppliers.
c. Personal Experience - ideas which were previously
used by yourself in similar situations and recalled
directly by memory.
d. Staff - selected members of your staff who are not
assigned directly to the project being considered.
e. External Sources - sources which do not fall into
any one of the catagories.
This question is based upon the hypothesis that the higher the
executive is within the executive circles the more he tends to rely
on external sources (Fulmer, 1974, p. 361-380).
Question 31 - "W^en you knoA abouX a nm Ajdza. wkick may be o^ oie
to youA oKQOiYiizcution you?"
a. Analyze it in depth before instituting it.
b. See how it works in other organizations.
c. Turn it over to a person in your organization who
is most likely to use it.
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d. Discuss it and its applicability at your next
conference.
e. Turn it over to a cost analyst to determine its
value.
This question is based upon the hypothesis that the executive
causes changes to happen in his organization (Koontz and O'Donnell,
1955, p. 524-530).
c. Ability to Manage Time
Questions 38, 39 and 40 in the instrument are intended to
show the capacity of executives to use their time effectively.
Question 38 - "How do you {^Q,Qji dboixt the, turn you havo, to do youA
mn.kV'
a. Have time for everything without feeling pushed.
b. Wish you had a little more time to plan and to
think.
c. Necessary to keep pushing to get everything done.
d. Very hard to do what is expected of you in the
time available.
e. Never seem to have enough time to do everything.
This question is based upon the hypothesis that successful
executives utilize time efficiently and are able to make time
available (Whyte, 1956, p. 155-165; Gardner, 1963, p. 52).
Question 39 - "W^h Kej^pzcZ to thz amount o{^ timt you 6pe,nd at u)oxk."
a. You do not view your position as having fixed
working hours.
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b. You consider yourself as a professional that [sic]
will give whatever amount of time is required, at the
time, to accomplish the present undertaking.
c. As a general rule, you accomplish at least or more
work outside the office than while working at the
office.
d. You simply feel that working hours are for "others"
and you give whatever time is required to accomplish
a task and work at it until it is completed,
e. You try not to allow your outside personal interests
to cause you to mismanage your time.
This question is founded upon the hypothesis that successful
executives have high energy levels, do not consider themselves as
having regular working hours, and use their time to great advantage
(Jennings, 1967, p. 88-89; McCay, 1959, p. 31-37).
Question 40 - "Oj^ tkz ^Itacuttoyii glvdn, wkick o^ thoA^ boj^t d2AcAib£yi
youA. Mon.k n-OLUtim?"
a. You have time in your daily routine to spend time
on the unexpected.
b. As a general rule, your daily schedule is very
heavy.
c. If it were not for your subordinates taking up a
good part of your time, you would have more than
enough time to expand your involvement in the
company's business.
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d. You have no difficulty with the management of your
time since you set a fixed and precise daily
schedule, allowing time for your seniors, sub-
ordinates, and whatever is left belongs to you.
e. You are concerned with the amount of time you
have to spend at the office, because you feel your
superiors interpret this as an indicator of
ineffectiveness
.
This question is founded upon the hypothesis that successful
executives make effective use of time (Oncken, 1974, p. 75-80).
d. Communicative Ability
Questions 23, 24, 25, 32 and 33 in the instrument are
intended to show the effective use of communication.
Question 23 - " J ncUcate, tko, mmbt^ Oj^ mn.k-n.dLaZ(id on.QOLnlz(U^oyii>





e. More than the above
This question in based upon the hypothesis that successful
executives are better informed and expand their levels of interests
beyond local environment (Creighton, Jolly, Denning, 1972, p. 34).
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Question 24 - "HoM many new {,/u.zncU kave. you made. In the pa6t
yeojil"
a. No need to make new friends.
b. 1-2
c. 3-5
d. 6 or more
e. Cannot remember exactly.
This question is founded upon the hypothesis that successful
executives are extroverts and gregarious individuals (Creighton,
Jolly, Denning, 1972, p. 16, 33-34).
Question 25 - "On the, aveAage, hoM many people do you 6ee daJJiy,





e. 16 or more
This question is based upon the hypothesis that executives
interact with more people and are exposed to more new ideas than
non-successful people (Fulmer, 1974, p. 307, 320-338).
Question 32 - "W/ien ^n{)0njmatL0n cionceAnlng majon, decAJ>lon a/ie to
be made., you?"
a. Recognize, among other things, that upward
communcations have little or no value to the
management of the organization.
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b. Acknowledge that an important decision about
decisions is when to conununicate them, if at
all.
c. Insist that a decision is communicated in a
language that will not antagonize its
receptiveness
.
d. Recognize that some restrictions may improve
organizational effectiveness,
e. Insist that every decision be communicated
in a language that leaves no doubt to the
intent or spirit of the decision.
This question is founded upon the hypothesis that a successful
executive is an effective communicator, because he realizes the
importance of the timing of and strategy of communicating a
decision (Koontz, 1972, p. 536-555; Fulmer, 1974, p. 296-316).
Question 33 - "Indiccute, tkt totaJi numboA o^ jouJinoiU,, magaz^ne^,





e. 9 or more
This question is founded upon the hypothesis that executives
are well read, and professionally current [sic] through consumption of
mass media (Creighton, Jolly, Denning, 1972, p. 22-24).
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e. Psyche/Status
Questions 34, 35, 36, 37 and 46 of the instrument are
designed to display the reward needs of the individuals.
Question 34 - "i^kaX Jj> youA p^e^tnt -ialoAy Kangz?"
a. $10,000-$20,000 f. $100,000-$150,000
b. $20,000-$30,000 g. $150,000-$200,000
c. $30,000-$50,000 h. $200,000-$300,000
d. $50,000-$75,000 i. $300,000 or greater
e. $75,000-$100,000
This question was asked to determine the approximate financial
compensation that each respondent received.




This question is based upon the hypothesis that successful
executives have high reward needs, other than money (Whyte, 1956,
p. 159-160).
Question 36 - "Ij^ Vo^ , by how muck?"
a. 0-$l,000 f. $15,000-$20,000
b. $l,000-$2,000 g. $20,000-$30,000
c. $2,000-$5,000 h. $30,000-$40,000
d. $5,000-$10,000 i. $40,000-$50,000
e. $10,000-$15,000 j. $50,000-$100,000
This question was asked to determine approximately the amount
that the respondent would relinquish.
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Question 37 - "I^ Wo, W^ not?"
a. Money is very important to you.
b. You are worth what you are being paid.
c. For your unique skills, you will not work for
less than your present salary.
d. Money is not a direct concern to you, but it
is important to your family.
e. Present earning power is necessary to provide
a portfolio for future security.
This question was asked to determine from five responses given
in the instrument what the respondents reasons were for not working
at their present position for a lesser salary.
Question 46 - "In a poi-oUon that you {^nzl ^U not dxacXJiij
u)hat you want:"
a. You do whatever is required and receive what
you believe to be only minimal personal or
professional satisfaction from the results of
your efforts.
b. You consider the results of your efforts to be
negligible and in fact believe your efforts
to bp "dog work."
c. You consider your efforts to be professionally
and personally rewarding even though you are not
completely happy with your present position.
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d. You have in retrospect, almost always derived
personal satisfaction from your job regardless
of your personal feelings toward the assignments.
e. You do what is required, knowing or hoping
that the present assignment (occupation) is only
a means to an end.
This question is based upon the hypotheses that successful
executives tend to feel satisfied doing things that have to be done
(McFarland, 1974, p. 96, 110).
f. Mobility
Questions 9, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21 and 47 of the Instrument
are intended to show managerial development.
Question 9 - "Length. o{, tMnz uiith p^2^znt o^gayiLzation? [y<UJJU:>\"
Question 16 - ^'\\o^^) many ciL{^{,eAtnt organization^ kavt you. bzzn
employed by -in youA ti^z tAjnt?"
Question 17 - "What iM thd long(ZAit that you have Mo^kexi ^OA. the.
Acume organ^zati,on? [Veau]"
Questions 16 and 17 are based upon the hypothesis that
successful executives move around as they move upward (Jennings,
1967, p. 8)
Question 19 - "Have you changed youA fietiglouui, p^eie^ence?
[1] Ve^ [2] No"
Question 20 - "Ij^ Ve^ , hoM many time^V'
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Questions 19 and 20 are based upon the hypothesis that
successful executives change their religious denomination as they
ascend the corporate ladder (Whyte, 1956, p. 405-422; Newcomer,
1955, p. 46-49; Packard, 1959, p. 194-206).
Question 21 - "Ukat aj^/mcu, youA ^cutho/U occupcution? I^ dzc.Z(Ue-d
on. H.<iXJji(id pt(Lcu>Q, Indlcautu lcu>t occupoution
This question is based upon the hypothesis that successful
executives who are children of proven executives have a higher
Incidence of becoming successful executives themselves (Jennings,
1967, p. 6-9).
Question 47 - "you. accepted ojnpijo yr\\(iYit mXk youn. pH.2A>Q,yit
company:"
a. Thinking or knowing that it would be only a
temporary assignment, carrying with it a
promise or possibility that a better position
would be available in a reasonable time.
b. Realizing that it was exactly what you wanted
to do and had no desire for higher levels
of aspiration.
c. Because of your specific or unique skills that
were desired by the employer, who was willing
to pay you commensurate with your proven
abilities.
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d. Because of your unique skills that were
desired by the employer but you also set your
remuneration schedule.
e. Because there were no other positions available
or opportunities that suited you.
This question is founded upon the hypothesis that successful
executives are sought after and set their own salary schedule
(Koontz, 1972, p. 417-436; Uris, 1962, p. 96).
g. Rewarding Family Life
Questions 12, 13, and 45 in the instrument are intended
to show the capacity for effective family relations.
Question 12 - "SQj,e,cX. the. mo6t appn.opAA,(it^ 6AMjucution thjdt
dz6cAA,b£^ youA MoAaMlI Statui)? (?) Vlvo^ced
(2) VivoA.czd and KmoMJ^Oji (3) ^oMA-zd [4] SIviqIq,
(5) {jJA^douj/iiJ-idoMQA."
Question 13 - "Hou) many tan(U> kave. you bzzn man/Utd?"
Questions 12 and 13 are based upon the hypothesis that
successful executives have high divorce rates (Packard, 1962,
p. 58-66; Packard, 1959, p. 120, 122, 159-160, 170-172 and 279;
Newcomer, 1955, p. 122-123).
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Question 45 - "Ai you ^tilncZ on ijouJi coAzoA, Judgz the, p^ue^nt,
and po-i>tulatz about tko, ^utuAz KHQOAdlnQ thd
^QMuUon6klp Mttk youJi ^am-ily, imily ^o^pon^lbltitid^
and demands oi youA pn-Uiint po-i>ttA,on; koiA) Mould
you beAt ducAlbo, thz May In Mkich tkd n^elatlon^lilp
zxAj,ti> Oh. dtvzlopzd?"
a. Family responsibilities were/are not neglected
since a mutual bond of understanding developed
as you proceeded through your career, wherein
the family was/is supportive of your pro-
fessional goals.
b. Your family has/did not place you in a position
wherein you had to choose between family or
professional goals.
c. Family obligations occasionally have taken a
secondary position if your professional goals
and requirements of your job were to be attained.
However, you attempted to make it up to the
family whenever the occasion (s) allowed.
d. You attempted to make a compromise decision
between family and job, but rarely sacrificed
the family.
e. Sometimes, demands of the job, i.e., time
sensitive issues, demanded that you put more
hours on the job than you would like.
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This question is founded upon the hyposthesis that successful
executives acknowledge family responsibility and work toward
fulfilling it (Whyte, 1956, p. 162).
h. Job Security
Question 48 of the instrument is to display the fear
of losing one's position [sic].
Question 48 - "When you take, a voLcatlon:"
a. You find it is most beneficial to take one
long vacation as opposed to several short
vacation trips.
b. You fit your vacation schedule into what the
organization will allow you to take.
c. You find it best to schedule your vacation
with the needs and desires of your family.
d
.
You do not take long vacations (more than
two weeks) because you recognize that you will
have to work twice as hard to catch up on
your work when you return.
e. You take vacations only for reasons of health.
This question is founded upon the hypothesis that successful
executives fear that the more time they are away from the job, the
more his [sic] job is jeopardized (Whyte, 1956, p. 77).
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i. Health
Question 49 in the instrument is to display the executive's
belief in his state of health [sic].
Question 49 - "Hoia) good aJ) youA kdoZtkl"
a. Poor - need rest and/or medical treatment to
attack the rigorous [sic] of daily business activity,
b. Based upon your judgment and substantiated
by your physicians evaluation, you are in good
health for your age.
c. Based upon your judgment and supported by
your physicians evaluation, you are in better
health than someone of your age [sic]
.
d. Fair - you recognize the need to keep yourself
physically toned up, but your demanding
schedule has precluded you from adhering to
a set exercise schedule.
e. Perfect - can drive hard on any job, night
or day.
This question is based upon the hypothesis that successful
executives are concerned about their state of health, and attempt
to say 'healthy' (Uris, 1955, p. 123).
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APPENDIX C
Executive Judgmental Perceptions Questionnaire
This appendix consists of the three items used to initiate
this study. The first is a cover letter used to introduce the
questionnaire to 300 individuals in the Naval Aviation Executive
Institute and acquaint them with the purpose and scope of the study.
The second item is the cover letter used to request additional situa-
tional stimuli response information from previously sampled executive
populations from the private and public sectors. The last item is
an identical copy of the Executive Judgmental Perceptions Questionnaire
that accompanied each cover letter of introduction.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL






The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance in a research program regarding
successful executives. As a professor of the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Cal-
ifornia, I am conducting research studies with proven executives in top management posi-
tions.
I have enclosed a short series of questions entitled "Executive Judgmental Percep-
tions". This information document asks for basic, yet specific situational decision choices.
Your answers will provide invaluable data upon which a fundamental and a unique baseline
will be established. I assure you that your personal identity and individual responses will
not be released in any way. Only unidentified group information will be used in this study.
The success or failure of this research effort will naturally depend upon your response.
The enclosed series of questions should take approximately fifteen minutes to answer.
The document is divided into small sections with pertinent instructions prior to each
division.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely. "^
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
MONTEREY. CALIFORNIA - 93940 m reply refer to:
0001-2
The purpose of this letter is to request your assistance in a
continuing research program regarding successful executives in top
management positions.
I have enclosed a short series of questions entitled "Executives
Judgmental Perceptions". Sections I and II were originally sent to you
7 February 1975 whereas Section III is a new addition. If you have
previously filled out Sections I and II, it is requested that you
answer Section III only.
Your answers to this surv'ey will provide invaluable data upon which
a fundamental and unique baseline will be established. I will assure
you that your personal identity and individual responses will not be
released in any way. Only unidentified group infomiation will be used
in this study. The success or failure of this research effort will
naturally depend upon your response.
The enclosed series of questions should take approximately 20 minutes
to answer. The document is divided into small sections with pertinent
instructions prior to each division.







SOLICITATION OF JUDGEFENTAL PERCEPTIONS
TRUCTIONS FOR COHPLETING THIS INFORHATION DOCUriENT ARE PROVIDED
ORE EACH SECTION.
SECTION ONE
Please enter the most appropriate answer in the box
ai the right of each question. The number preeeeding
the solid vertical line correspondes to the question
number in the appropriate box or boxes. If the
question calls for a response of more than a one
digit response please place "ONLY" one digit per
box . Disregard the numbers to the right of the boxes.
Is your present employer. .
. (1) Military (2) Civilian? 1.
What position do you hold within your organization? 2.
(Please write out your position) i.e. President, Finanical
Manager, or Production Manager. If Military, please indicate
rank.
Location of organization? (1) New England (2) Eastern U.S.
(3) Southeast (4) North Central (5) South Central (6) North-
west (7) Southwest (8) Alaska (9) Hawaii (10) Overseas
Age?
Sex? (1) Female (2) Male
Height? (INCHES )
Weight? (lbs)
Race? (1) American Indian (2) Black (3) Oriental
(A) Spanish-American (5) White
Lenght of time with present organization? (YEARS)
What is your LAST level of formal education? (1) High School 10.
Diploma (2) BA (3) BS (4) MBA (5) MPA (6) Masters
(7) Doctorate
What was your major field of study'
Select the most appropriate situation that describes your
Marital Status? (1) Divorced (2) Divorced and remarried













13. How many times have you been married?
14. How many children do you have? Sons
(Indicate on spaces provided) Daughters_
None
15. Spouse's highest level of formal education?
(1) No Spouse (6) 15 years
(2) Less than 12 years (7) 16 years
(3) 12 years (8) 17 years
(4) 13 years (9) 18 years





16. How many different organizations have you been employed by
in your life time?
17. What is the longest that you have worked for the same
organization? (YEARS)
18. What is your religious preference? (1) None (2) Catholic
(3) Jewish (4) Other (5) Protestant (Please indicate
denomination)





21. What is/was your fathers occupation? If deceased or retired
please indicate last occupation










Please answer the following questions in the present
tense^ i.e.y how would you decide today ^ not how you
decided in the past. Indicate your response in the
box to the right of each question. The number
preoeeding the solid vertical line correspondes to the
question number in the appropriate box. Disregard
the numbers to the right of the boxes.
Indicate the number of work-related organizations to which 23





E. More than the above
24. How many new friends have you made In the past year?
A. No need to make new friends.
B. 1-2
C. 3 - 5
D. 6 or more.
E. Cannot remember exactly.




C. 9 - 12
D. 12 - 16
E. 16 or more.
26. Which one of the following best describes what you usually do
in making important decisions?
A. Make the decision and inform your boss later on.
B. Make the decision as if it were a routine matter.
C. Put the problem up to those affected by the decision.
D. Decision making is not my responsibility.
E. Take time to check with your boss.
27. Indicate which combination of words, when placed in the following
sentence, would most accurately describe you: you hear about new




C. At about the same time as
D. Later than
E. Sometime after
28. Indicate the frequency with which your subordinates, peer, and/
or superiors came to you in the past month for work related




D. 12 - 16
E. 17 or more
29'. In the past year, how many non-routine, work-related projects
























30. Which of the following do you tend to rely upon most heavily
as a source of initial information for work-related projects
and/or problems?
A. Literature - books, manuals, dissertations, and other
items which are not published on a regular basis.
B. Vendors - representatives of, or documantation generated
by suppliers or potential suppliers.
C. Personal Experience - ideas which were previously used by
yourself in similar situations and recalled directly by
memory.




directly to the project being considered.
External Sources - sources which do not fall into any one
of the catagories.
When you hear about a new idea which may be of use to your
organization you?
A. Analyze it in depth before instituting it.
B. See how it works in other organizations.
C. Turn it over to a person in your organization who is
most likely to use it.
D. Discuss it and its applicability at your next conference.
E. Turn it over to a cost analyst to determine its value.







Recognize, among other things, that upward communications
have little or no value to the management of the organization.
Acknowledge that an important decision about decisions is
when to communicate them, if at all.
Insist that a decision is communicated in a language 32
that will not antagonize its receptiveness.
Recognize that some restrictions may improve organizational
effectiveness.
Insist that every decision be communicated in a language
that leaves no doubt to the intent or spirit of the decision.
Indicate the total number of journals,





D. 7 - 8
E. 9 or more
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F. $100,000 - $150,000
G. $150,000 - $200,000
H. $200,000 - $300,000


































A. Money is very important to you.
B. You are worth what you are being paid.
C. For your unique skills, you will not work for less than
your present salary.
D. Money is not a direct concern to you, but it is important
to your family.
E. Present earning power is necessary to provide a portfolio
for future security.
38. How do you feel about the time you have to do your work?
A. Have time for everything without feeling pushed.
B. Wish you had a little more time to plan and to think.
C. Necessary to keep pushing to get everything done. 38.
D. Very hard to do what is expected of you in the time available.
E. Never seem to have enough time to do everything.
39. With respect to the amount of time you spend at "work"
A. You do not view your position as having fixed working hours
B. You consider yourself as a professional that will give
whatever amount of time is required, at the time, to
accomplish the present undertaking.
C. As a general rule, you accomplish at least or more work
outside the office than while working at the office.
D. You simply feel that working hours are for "others" and
you give whatever time is required to accomplish a task
and work at it until it is completed.
E. You try not to allow your outside personal interests to










40. Of the situations
work routine?





You have time in your daily routine to spend time on the
unexpected.
As a general rule, your daily schedule is very heavy.
If it were not for your subordinates taking up a good
part of your time, you would have more than enough time
to expand your involvement in the company's business.
You have no difficulty with the management of your time
since you set a fixed and precise daily schedule, allowing
time for your seniors, subordinates, and whatever is left
belongs to you.
You are concerned with the amount of time you have to spend
at the office, because you feel your superiors interpret
this as an indicator of ineffectiveness.
40.
41. You are about to propose a new policy which you feel is good for
the organization. You intuitively believe, however, that you
will have difficulty convincing certain segments of the
organization. You are further aware that unless you receive
almost across the board concurrence, top management will not
institute the policy. How would you go about "seeing to it"
that your policy is accepted?
A. Work around the opposition, by going directly to top
management and attempt to convince them with the
profitability of your proposed policy.
B. Determine who your supporters are and seek their assistance
to favorably impress the opposition.
C. Specifically, identify those individuals who are opposed 41
and attempt to convince them individually.
D. Ignore the opposition and continue with your new policy
changes.
E. Postpone introduction of the policy change and wait for better
timing.
42. As a decision maker:
A. You accept success and failure equally.
B. When you have failed, you have accepted the consequences and
continued on as before.
C. When you fail you accept the consequences and will analyze
the causative factors thereto. Such a set back will not 42
deter your future efforts.
D. Your aim is to always succeed no matter what procedures or
methods must be employed to accomplish you objectives.
E. You are successful because you thoroughly investigate the




43- Assume you are considering several proven company executives for
a promotion. However, you consider the best among them to be a
"maverick" with respect to his management/leadership style. If
you decide on selecting the "maverick" would you?
A. Insist that his management /leadership style conform to
present organization policies.
B. Modify the organization to adjust to his management /leader-
ship style.
C. Prefer to allow him to operate as he pleases so long as his
performance results in a highly satisfactory performance.
D. Prefer to allow him to operate within his style, but at the
appropriate time tactfully remind him that the company
policies are sound and will prove beneficial to him in the
long run.
E. You would not select the "maverick."
44. If you have just been promoted two levels above your present
position (same company), you would function at this new level?
A. By proceeding cautiously before making decisions.
B. By waiting to gain confidence and with additional experience
make decisions faster than when initially assigned.
C. With no delay in decision making because earlier training and
experience adequately prepared you for this increased
responsibility.
D. Because in the past when assigned to a new or unfamiliar
area, you had no difficulty in commanding the new job and
therefore, would anticipate no delay in decision making now.
E. By operating at this higher level may require you to grow
into the job simply because of the scope of the position.
45. As you reflect on your career, judge the present, and postulate
about the future regarding the relationship with your family,
family responsibilities and demands of your present position,






Family responsibilities were/are not neglected since a mutual
bond of understanding developed as you proceeded through
your career, wherein the family was/is supportive of your
professional goals.
Your family has /did not place you in a position wherein you
had to choose between family or professional goals.
Family obligations occassionally have taken a secondary
position if your professional goals and requirements of your
job were to be attained. However, you attempted to make it
up to the family whenever the occasion (s) allowed.
You attempted to make a compromise decision between family
and job, but rarely sacrificed the family.
Sometimes, demands of the job, i.e., time sensitive issues,









46. In a position that you feel is not exactly what you want:
A. You do whatever is required and receive what you believe to
be only minimal personal or professional satisfaction from
the results of your efforts.
B. You consider the results of your efforts to be negleglble
and in fact believe your efforts to be "dog work."
C. You consider your efforts to be professionally and
personally rewarding even though you are not completely
happy with your present position.
D. You have in retrospect, almost always derived personal
satisfaction from your job regardless of your personal
feelings toward the assignments.
E. You do what is required, knowing or hoping that the
present assignment (occupation) is only a means to an end.
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47. You accepted employment with your present company:
A. Thinking or knowing that it would be only a temporary
assignment, carrying with it a promise or possibility that
a better position would be available in a reasonable time.
B. Realizing that it was exactly what you wanted to do and had
no desire for higher levels of aspiration.
C. Because of your specific or unique skills that were desired
by the employer, who was willing to pay you commensurate
with your proven abilities.
D. Because of your unique skills that were desired by the
employer but you also set your remuneration schedule.
E. Because there were no other positions available or
opportunities that suited you.
47.
Zl=
48. When you take a vacation:
A.
C.
You find it is most benefical to take one long vacation as
opposed to several short vacation trips.
You fit your vacation schedule into what the organization
will allow you to take.
You find it best to schedule your vacation with the needs
and desires of your family.
You do not take long vacations (more than 2 weeks) because
you recognize that you will have to work twice as hard to
catch up on your work when you return.
You take vacations only for reasons of health.
48. 5 '5




Poor - need rest and/or medical treatment to attack the
rigorous of daily business activity.
Based upon your judgement and substantiated by your physicians
evaluation you are in good health for your age.
Based upon your judgement and supported by your physicians 49
evaluation you are in better health then someone of your age.
Fair ~ you recognize the need to keep yourself physically
toned up, but your demanding schedule has precluded you
from adhering to a set exercise schedule.
Perfect - can drive hard on any job, night or day.
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SECTION THREE
Pl(i(Ue. avu>u)2A tkd {^ottom,ng qa(i^tioyii> In tkt
pKQj^dYit t2.n^<i, I.Z., koM i^JouZd you dtcldo. today,
not how you dacA-do^d In the. peat. Indicate youA
KQJiponMi in the box to tlie night o^ lach quutlon.
Thu numbeA p^dcdedAng thz 6otid veAtlcal tine
(LOAA.Q^pondi> to thz question nutnbeA. tn the appno-
phyiate box. V-U^dgoAd the, numboAA to the, night
oj^ the box(i6.
30. You have decided to terminate a company executive who is a
personal friend. l-Thich best describes what you would do?
A. Discuss the matter with him over the telephone.
B. Delegate the act of termination to someone else.
C. Delay notification until an opportune time.
D. Write a memo specifying the termination and its reasons.
E. Discuss the matter with him directly.
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Select the one situation which causes you the most conflict.
A. Your family accuses you of being married to your job, and
demands more time with you.
B. You have been directed to reorganize your activity to a
mode you objected to in the past.
C. Your company expects you to violate your personal ethics.
D. Your subordinate directly countermands your directions,
however, his actions have lead to increased productivity.
E. You have a difference of opinion with your board of
directors on the goals and objectives of the organization
you head.
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Your advisory board of ten members disagrees with you on an issue
in which you strongly believe. What is the highest level of






Assume that for some reason a very close friend is forced to
find another job. Some of the companies he has contacted are
new and although their future success is uncertain, they
offer potential salaries above that which he is now receiving.
Indicate which company you would advise your friend to join.
CHANCES FOR COMPANY SUCCESS
A. 2 in 10
B. 4 in 10
C. 6 in 10








Your company has grown significantly in the past two years, and
is now at capacity. You are considering expansion into a
revolutionary new product line. The potential for a substantial
return on investment is high if you enter now but will diminish
rapidly if you delay. What would you do?
A. Do more research before making a decision.
B. Limit expansion to current product line.
C. Pursue it no further. 54
D. Invest in new product line.
E. Seek expansion through merger.
Indicate the one best description of your actions while working
under tight time constraints for a considerable period.
A. You delegate part of your tasks.
B. You continually seek additional tasks to be performed.
C. You set aside part of the work for another time. 55.
D. You set up a priority for the tasks, then follow the priority.
E. You are still open to ideas for additional tasks.
56. How frequently do you feel you have been right when faced with making
decisions which are not backed with factual material?
A. Less than 50% of the time.
B. 50 - fSO% of the time.
C. 60 - 70% of the time.
D. 70 - 80% of the time.






You manage a medium sized construction firm and recently
learned of a new building material which is used extensively
in Europe but has never been adopted in the United States.
The building material appears to have several advantages in
terms of substantial cost reduction, superior insulation
qualities, and relative ease in construction as compared to
its counterpart in the United States.
After a thorough investigation, one of your engineers
obtained extensive and reliable information on the charac-
teristics, costs, and advantages of the new material. Further,
your company could easily obtain exclusive manufacturing rights
for use in the United States.
Indicate which of the following would best describe your
approach to the building material.
A. Utilize the new idea in the firm's next major building
project so as to take advantage of the substantial
cost savings.
Use the building material in one of the firm's small,
local building projects so as to test its acceptance.
Construct a non-commercial prototype.
Engage the services of an independent consultant.
Wait until the building material has received considerable
commercial application in the United States.
It has been brought to your attention that two of your key
people have had a fight. The conflict continues to adversely
affect the performance of their departments. What would you do?
A.
C.
Attempt to resolve the issue with each individual separately.
Do not get involved; let them resolve the issue themselves.
Call a conference to identify issues and resolve
differences. 58
Direct them to drop the issue and get on with business.
Listen to the case, make judgement, and take appropriate
action.
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You and several others have been competing for the Chief Executive
Office (CEO) position, which you confidently expected to receive
and highly desire. You were just informed that a young "tiger"
has been selected for the position, and you consider him to be
less competent than you. You have received a memo from the
retiring CEO to bring the new CEO up to speed. What would you do?
A. Resign.
Give token conformance and let the new CEO meet the
challenge on his own.
Accept the assignment
.
Take time off to think about the situation.
Accept the assignment, while looking for a position
in another company.
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P^eoie tklnk about what you. do -in yoixA
job i.n K-oJicution to handtlng ^ubon.(iinat2A,
Indidcuto. -in the, box to the, nA.gkt tko, one
that b2Jit de^icAA-be^ u)hat you do.
60. A. I feel that accepted plans should generally represent the
OR ideas of my subordinates.
B. I expect subordinates to carry out plans I have prepared.
61. A. I am not so concerned with establishing close personal
relationships as in getting subordinates to follow my
OR example.
B. I develop a close personal relationship with subordinates
because I believe this marks out a good manager.
I believe that firm discipline is important to keep the
work moving.
I think that disciplining employees does more harm than
good.
I am constantly concerned with high standards of perform-
ance and encourage subordinates to reach these standards.
When a subordinate fails to perform I let him know of the
failure in a firm and reasoned manner.
I think that subordinates should be able to overcome dif-
ficulties in the way to achievement themselves.
When alternatives are described to me I am not long in
indicating the course of action I prefer.
65. A. When I make a decision, I take the additional step of
OR persuading my subordinates to accept it.
B. I believe that subordinates should not be too discouraged
by setbacks in the job, but rather should be able to clear
blockages themselves.
66. A. In the long run, I will fire a man I consider to be
OR unmanageable.
B. I discourage arguments which upset the harmony amongst
subordinates.
67. A. I reward good work and feel that punishment for non-
OR performance has limited use.
B. When I discipline a subordinate I am definite in letting


























The data from the test instrument "Executive Judgmental
Perceptions" (APPENDIX C) was transferred to two 80 column cards for
processing by the SPSS package on the computer. To describe the
input form of the data, this appendix provides the keypunch locations in
the first section and peculiar coding conventions of specific questions






The following is the definition of the data locations on the 80
column cards for keypunching purposes. All data to be entered on the
card is to be numeric only.
KEYPUNCH LOCATIONS
CARD 1
DATA ENTRY CARD COL.
Question 1 Response 1
Question 2 Response 2
Question 3 Response 3-4
Question 4 Response 5-6
Question 5 Response 7
Question 6 Response 8-9
Question 7 Response 10-12
Question 8 Response 13
Question 9 Response 14-15
Question 10 Response 16
Question 11 Response 17
Question 12 Response 18
Question 13 Response 19
Question 14 Response 20-22


































DATA ENTRY CARD COL. DATA ENTRY CARD COL.
Question 16 Response 25-26 Question 41 Response 52
Question 17 Response 27-28 Question 42 Response 53
Question 18 Response 29 Question 43 Response 54
Question 19 Response 30 Question 44 Response 55
Question 20 Response 31 Question 45 Response 56
Question 21 Response 32 Question 46 Response 57
Question 22 Response 33 Question 47 Response 58
Question 23 Response 34 Question 48 Response 59
Question 24 Response 35 Question 49 Response 60












Question 50 Response 10
Question 51 Response 11
Question 52 Response 12
Question 53 Response 13
Question 54 Response 14
Question 55 Response 15
Question 56 Response 16
Question 57 Response 17
Question 58 Response 18
Question 59 Response 19
Question 60 Response 20
Question 61 Response 21
Question 62 Response 22
Question 63 Response 23
Question 64 Response 24
Question 65 Response 25
Question 66 Response 26
Question 67 Response 27
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SECTION II
Special Coding - special coding was required to convert alphabetic
data into numeric codes adaptable to ADP processing. The following
describes the coding used:
a. Questions 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 19 and 22 are
coded within the question on the instrument itself.







c. For questions 34 and 36 the following code applies:
A=0 E=4 1 = 8
B=l F=5 J=9
C = 2 G = 6
D = 3 H = 7
d. Questions 2, 11, 18 and 21 have their responses coded
by means of grouping the data. The detailed groupings
are displayed in the following tables.
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Chairman, President & Acc't Executive
Chairman, President & C.E.O.
Group 2





















Senior Staff Officer (Law
and Finance)
Public Affairs Officer





QUESTION 11: MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY
PRIVATE SECTOR POPULATION
Group 1 - Hard Science (Eng.)
Electronics



























Group 5 - Overlapping Fields
Engineering & Business














Greater than High School, but
less than Bachelors level
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QUESTION 18: RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE
PRIVATE SECTOR POPULATION





Response 4 (Religious preference, other )
Greek Orthodox
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Agnostic


































































President of a^ Corp.













QUESTION 2: POSITION HELD WITHIN ORGANIZATION
PUBLIC SECTOR POPULATION
Because of the extreme variety of responses, no attempt was made
















































QUESTION 18: RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE
PUBLIC SECTOR POPULATION
Elaboration of religiious denomination preference (responses
4 and 5, question 18).
Response 4 (religious preference, other)
Unitarian
























































































































To allow the reader to interpret the raw data responses to each
question, this appendix provides an individual histogram of the responses
received for each question from each population. The histograms are
followed immediately by the appropriate statistics applying to that
question, population, and responses received. For ease of
comparison, the responses to one question from each of the sub-populations
as well as the total are displayed on one page.
The display format used has the combined population responses
in the upper left hand portion of each page, the Executive population
in the upper right hand portion, the "Super" population in the lower
left hand portion, and the GS-15/1A/13 population in the lower right
hand portion of each page. The word immediately following the term
"file" at the head of each histogram describes the population from
which the responses were received. The term VAR refers to the variable
or question number from the questionnaire. A brief name has been
assigned each question and follows the term VAR at the head of
each histogram. The "X" axis displays the frequency of response with
the "Y" axis providing the coded responses to the question. For ease
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APPENDIX F
This appendix depicts the results of analysis on each question.
The analysis utilized either the x^ non-parametric test of significant
difference in responses or the parametric "t" test for situations
requiring its use. Section one displays the results of comparisons
of the responses of one sub-population against another to determine
whether the responses, in fact, were statistically different (at the
95% level of confidence) . Section two displays the results of the
comparison of the individual questions to what was expected based
upon the authors interpretation of the management literature. Section
three describes in one table how the questions were grouped with
respect to each capacity indicator.
16G
SECTION lA
This section describes the results of the analysis of questions
60-68 (61 is a null question). A "t" test was performed for
comparison since only two responses were possible: Either a power
oriented response or non-power oriented response. The results of this
comparison are shown in Table F-1 with the following definitions
applicable:
VARIABLE = Question number from test instrument
DF = Degrees of Freedom computed
DIFF = Indicates whether responses are statistically different
"t" = t value computed for comparison of two populations
indicated
For the purposes of summarizing the power responses to achieve a
cumulative measure for the power indicator the following was performed:
A. The responses to the questions were sununed with respect to
the total number of power-oriented responses per instrument.
B. This total per instrument was then displayed in the following
Table (Table F-2).
C. The data was summarized into groups of 0-2 power responses,
3-4 power responses, and 5-7 power responses.
D. Chi-Square analysis was then performed with the results





This section describes the results of the Chi-Square analysis of
questions 3 through 59 to determine how the responses of one population
compare with another. The results are displayed in Table F-3 with
the following definitions applying:
VARIABLE = Question number from test instrument
X^ = Chi-Square value computed for two populations
indicated
DF = Degrees of Freedom computed
SIC = Level of significance of the test; .05 corresponds
to a 95% confidence in the responses being different
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This section describes the analysis of all questions with respect
to the expected responses based upon the authors interpretation of
the management literature. Table F-4 displays the results of this
analysis with the following definitions applying:
VARIABLE = Question number from test instrument
X^ = Chi-Square value computed for the comparison of
observed responses and expected responses based upon
literature
"t" = t values computed for the comparison of observed
to expected responses
DF = Degrees of Freedom computed
DIFF = Indicates whether observed responses are signifi-
cantly different than expected
The expected responses based upon interpretation of the literature
are shown in Table F-5. Questions 23-49 expected responses are from
the Leshko and Vosseteig (1975) research and questions 50-68 are based
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The following table describes the grouping of questions and their




Capacity Indicator Question Numbers
Decision Making Capability 26, 41, 42, 43, 44
Innovativeness 27, 28, 29, 30, 31
Ability to Manage Time 38, 39, 40
Communicative Ability 23, 24, 25, 32, 33
Mobility 9, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 47
Psyche, Ego, Status 34, 35, 36, 37, 46
Health 49
Job Security 48
Rewarding Family and Social Life 12, 13, 45
Misc/Biographical 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11,
14, 15, 18, 22
Ability Under Stress " 50, 55, 59
Reaction to Conflict 51, 52, 58
Courage to Commit Resources 53, 54, 57
Intuition 56
Desire for Power 60, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67
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